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This study is concerned with an analysis of twenty paint-

ings by Western European artists from the thirty-five-item

segment of the Anthony Denney Collection on permanent loan to

the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts. The paintings were considered

separately in a two-phase visual and verbal analysis accom-

panied by illustrative diagrams. Phase one described the pri-

mary visual qualities of each painting through examination of

the art elements and principles. Phase two was a verbal des-

cription of each painting. The results of the two-phase analy-

sis were compared in phase three to determine if any similar-

ities existed. The similarities were compared to the accumu-

lated historical data on the collection to determine the

possible origin of the similarities in phase four. The purpose

of this investigation is to provide an analysis format suitable

for abstract and non-objective works of art.

The major conclusions based upon the analysis of the data

are as follows:

1. All ten artists included in this portion of the Denney

Collection participated in the European Informalist movement

and adhered to one or more factors in the Informalist criteria

of materials, gestures, and accidents.



2. Informalist painting as revealed in the twenty paint-

ings under consideration displays a simplicity of structural

organization, limitation of colors, texture resulting pri-

marily from paint application or the base medium, ambiguous

space, and image distortion.

3. Beyond his deliberate choice of Informalist painting,

the collector selected works which are sombre, heavily textured,

ambiguous in space, and which present extremes of color.

4. The visual and verbal analysis format for paintings

employed in this study can provide a "demonstrable basis" for

statements regarding art.

5. The analysis format can result in isolation of the

collector's role in a collection, recognition and description

of major art movements even among divergent nationalities,

and discovery of similarities of usage of art elements and

principles over a vast range of art periods.

The recommendations based upon the conclusions of this

study are as follows:

1. This study should be replicated with other unresearched,

private collections to provide additional data regarding both

collectors and art movements.

2. Additional research should be conducted to ascertain

the feasibility of teaching art history on a conceptual

basis utilizing similarities in the usage of art elements and

principles.



3. Application of this technique to museum holdings to

provide additional exhibition materials and sources should

be researched.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Origin of the Study

Interest in the critical analysis of paintings was the

result of three courses of study at North Texas State Univer-

sity: "Structural Analysis of Masterpieces" taught by Dr.

Ronald Williams and the visual analysis problems assigned in

both Medieval and American Art History by Mrs. Shelby Miller.

Research stemming from the latter two courses was directed

toward increasing sophistication in conducting and presenting

the analyses. A special problems course directed by Dr.

Williams in "Aesthetics and Art Criticism" culminated in a

major research problem involving visual and verbal analyses

of three paintings. Analyses of paintings have therefore been

made over a wide range of art periods from Primitive through

the Modern Age, including the "Art of the Sixties."

An internship in museum curatorship at the Dallas Museum

of Fine Arts completed in the fall of 1970 provided the oppor-

tunity to work with a portion of the Anthony Denney Collection

received during the summer of 1970 on permanent loan to the

museum. Both planning for an exhibition of the paintings with

the publication of a catalog and access to the original paint-

ings rather than reproductions added additional impetus.

1
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One of the most significant factors in selecting the em-

phasis of this thesis was an increasing awareness of the art

critic's role in the interpretation and presentation of an

art that is growing both more personal and more abstract (3,

8). As Dore Ashton states, "Modern art is a dark room in which

the shapes are familiar" (2, p. 17). Clarification of some few

of the edges seemed reason enough.

The portion of the Anthony Denney Collection on permanent

loan to the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts consists of thirty art

objects of which twenty-seven are paintings and three are

pieces of sculpture. The thirty works of art were selected

by the museum staff from the total Denney Collection of 134 art

objects. Twenty of the twenty-seven paintings were executed

by Western European artists working in Holland, Spain, Italy,

and France between 1950 and 1965. The remainder of the col-

lection in Dallas includes pieces dating from 1925 to 1965 by

eight artists from Germany, America, Russia, Rumania, and

France.

The artists represented in the group of twenty European

paintings include Jean Dubuffet, Karel Appel, Lucio Fontana,

Georges Mathieu, Alberto Burri, Antoni Tapies, Franco Assetto,

Jean-Paul Riopelle, Jean Fautrier, and Antonio Saura. Art

works from the collection have been on view only rarely through

loans by the collector to special exhibitions (1).
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Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was two-fold: the visual and

verbal analysis of twenty paintings in the Dallas Museum por-

tion of the Denney Collection; and second, as a result of that

analysis, comparison of salient aspects as revealed by the

analysis to determine if any general characteristics (for ex-

ample, predominance of a color or thematic material) were pre-

sent.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to provide an analysis for-

mat suitable for abstract and non-objective works of art.

Definition of Terms

1. Visual analysis: graphic exposition, by use of dia-

grams, of (1) the use of art elements and principles within

each work, and (2) proportional relationships within each work

of art in accord with the Grecian laws of the "golden rectangle."

2. Verbal analysis: descriptive approximation of visual

qualities of each work of art.

Limitations of the Study

The following limitations were imposed on the study:

1. The study was limited to the twenty paintings by

Western European artists included in the Dallas Museum segment

of thirty art objects available from the Anthony Denney Col-

lection of 134 art works. This limitation was imposed to
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hold the scope of the study to manageable proportions for a

master's thesis.

2. The data collected were limited to biographical in-

formation on the collector and the artists, events relating

to the art of the period between 1950 and 1965, and the infor-

mation provided by the analysis instruments.

3. The analysis of the data was limited to the descrip-

tion of the paintings and comparison of the analysis results

without judgment of the relative merits of the art works.

Assumptions

For this study the following assumptions were made:

1. It was assumed that one or more of the art elements

and art principles (such as line and texture and balance and

contrast) would be employed by these artists.

2. It was assumed that the paintings would reflect the

choice of the collector from the art available on the market.

Hypotheses

The research hypotheses formulated and tested in this

study were as follows:

1. There would be definite characteristics common to the

twenty paintings selected from the collection.

a. Similarities revealed would be the result of the

exchange of ideas and the reaction to current art trends by

the ten artists represented in this portion of the collection.
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b. Certain of the similarities would be the result

of the collector's preferences.

2. There would be dissimilarities associated with the

work of each artist.

Background of the Study

The confluence of five elements made possible the matrix

in which this study was permissible. First is the shifting

orientation of aesthetics away from the documentation of al-

ready philosophically determined concepts toward a considerably

more empirical vantage point which consists of a "looking, a

seeing what is there" (4). Second, the evolution of non-

figurative art has played havoc with the classic analytical

techniques of Heinrich Wolfflin, necessitating a more flexible

synthesis for analysis of art that is non-figurative (4, 15,

16). Third, an increasing awareness of the "object-hood,"

the physical presence of the art object, has permitted more

freedom to explore the characteristics of the art form which

were once hold inviolate (3, 14, 13). Next the proliferation

of two-by-two-inch color transparencies has provided practical

precedents for the critical comparison of art works (16, 20).

Lastly, the existence of a sequestered collection which has

neither been the subject of much viewing nor of much research

presents an almost pristine objective for the research.

Ludwig Wittgenstein's treatment of the question, "what

is a game?" in Philosophical Investigations was one of the
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turning points in aesthetic theory (4). Rather than searching

for "an exhaustive set of properties common to all games t

(23, p. 65), Wittgenstein explores rather the similarities

and relationships. For instance, some card games are like

board games in some respects and not others; not all games

are amusing; nor is there always winning or competition. What

emerges is really "a complicated network of similarities, over-

lapping, and crisscrossing" (23, p. 66). The only recourse in

answering the question is to describe sample games and state

that "this and similar things are games" (23, p. 67).

In the Role of Theoryin Aesthetics, Weitz carries the

game analogy into the problems of describing and classifying

art, recognizing that "we will also find no common properties--

only strands of similarities" (22, p. 48). This is even more

clearly stated in Toward a Scientific Aesthetic by Thomas

Munro. The author describes an approach to aesthetics which

works from observation to generalization (a common approach in

science) rather than the reverse. In making the field more

explicit, more valid, and less metaphysical, Munro insists

upon at least having a demonstrable basis for statements re-

garding art (15). The radical nature of the views of all

three men and others who adhere to their ideas (including

most current critics) can only be fully appreciated in the

light of the massive tradition of the opposite approach which

reaches from Plato (427 B. C.) to the present day (3, 15, 22,

23).
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In the introduction to Art and Alienation by Sir Herbert

Read, the author recounts the near stupefication of the clas-

sically, figuratively oriented critic and aesthetician Roger

Fry when faced with evaluating the work of Paul Klee (8). Read

(8), Weitz (22), Panofsky (16),Munro (15), Kuhns (12), Beardsley

(4), and Abell (1) all stress the need for a more flexible ana-

lytical tool for non-figurative art other than Wolfflin's cate-

gories of "linear and painterly," "closed and open," and so

forth.

Precedents for the development of such a tool exist in

varied forms. Among the most accessible are the painting anal-

yses included in Gardner's Art Through e ges (1936) which

graphically explores aspects of value and form (9). The basis

for a geometrical analysis of paintings is, among others,

Leonardo da Vinci's Notebooks (7), Bouleau's The Painter's

Secret Geometry (5), Caskey's The Geometry of Greek Vases (6),

and Ghyka's The Geometry of Art and Life (11). A synthesis of

these aspects of paintings is suggested in the introduction to

Art Throutgh the Ates, in Abell's "Toward a Unified Field in

Critical Studies" from the Collective Dream in Art (1), and

Thomas Munro's Toward a Scientific Aesthetic (15).

Margaret McDonald gives a rather unforgettable illustra-

tion of the understanding of the object-role of a painting,

"As I look about the room, counting the objects, there are

five books, a table, six chairs, and ten paintings" (14, p. 36).

Gregory Batteock, in The New Art, presents a very lucid
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discussion of the physical presence of the object and the cur-

rent concern with it (3). Rather than seeing the artist as

some entranced mute media, having the capacity for creating a

work of art but incapable of talking about it, Battcock, Rose,

and others speak of the continuing dialogue in aesthetic prob-

lems between the artist and the critic (3, 19).

The absurdity of attempting to teach art history with

remembrances of paintings and statues, etchings of master-

works, black and white photographs of the stained glass of

Chartres, and the similar obstacles is graphically explained

in Panofsky's Meaning and the Visual Ats (16). His rejoicing

over the availability of color slides seems a bit naive (16)

now that it has become commonplace. This in itself contri-

butes to the "demonstrable basis for analysis" (15).

Significance of the Study

It was anticipated that this study would provide signifi-

cant information in several areas: (1) explicit, analytical

data on the unresearched Denney Collection in regard to the

twenty selected paintings: (2) source material for additional

studies on these art works in regard to the later development

of the ten artists, their place in the European-American art

matrix, the works in the collections as a whole; (3) a docu-

mented study utilizing the visual (art element and geometric)

and verbal analysis format; (4) a precedent for full-scale use

of such analytical tools in combination; (5) utilization of

the Munro Questionnaire for graduate research (Appendix A).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

An analysis investigating the product of a creative pro-

cess, a work of art, is concerned with the relationship of the

parts of the work to each other and the relationship of the

parts to the whole. Incumbent on the phrase "a work of art"

is an additional responsibility beyond that of the delineation

of the parts. The primary qualities of an art work which are

usually designated art elements and principles have no aesthetic

value in isolation from one another (8, 12, 14). Green states

that

To analyse /the work of art7 we must tear it

apart and so do violence to its living structure,
and such procedure is methodologically defensible
since no alternative presents itself. But to hypo-
statize the factors thus isolated, or to consider
the work of art as a mere aggregate of ingredients
and thus suggest that any ingredient, such as form

or content, may be either present or absent without
essential artistic gain or loss, is to commit the

unpardonable sin in art (8, p. 120).

To avoid producing an analysis that accounts for only the

I"mere aggregate of parts," it is necessary to consider the

synthesis of the relationship of the parts of the work by the

viewer. The qualities produced by this synthesis of part re-

lationships are designated secondary qualities. Essentially,

the secondary qualities result from the reaction of the viewer

11
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to the work of art. For example, a stormy day which produces a

feeling of dreariness may result in a sentence such as, "What

a dreary day." The day itself is not dreary, but the viewer

has projected his reaction onto the scene before him. The same

process occurs in regarding color as flamboyant, sombre, or

lively; line as moving, static, or brittle (14).

Analysis Formats

Throughout the review of the literature on the analysis

of art, no one format can be found which integrates both the

primary and secondary qualities of an art object. Among those

examining the proportions of art works are Caskey (3), Ham-

bridge (9), Bouleau (2), and Ghyka (7). The spatial relation-

ships of planes and three-dimensional volumes are discussed

in the introduction to the 1936 edition of Gardner's Art

Through the Ages (6). Leepa in the Challenge of Modern Art
ama aa-

particularly emphasizes the movement established by lines and

repeated volumes (12). Analysis of secondary qualities is the

dominant factor in Munro's questionnaire for the analyzation

of paintings (13). The 1959 edition of Gardner treats the art

elements and principles in considerably more detail than earlier

editions (6).

The need for such an integration of primary and secondary

qualities in an analysis format is indicated by Munro in Toward

a Scientific Aesthetic and by Abell in Representation and Form

(14, 1). Greene and Henning in their discussion of art criti-

cism provide a listing of components which should be considered
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by a critic. The listings verbally describe an integrated

format (8, 10). The concept that the whole of a work is greater

than the sum of its parts is widely accepted (1, 7, 8, 9, 11,

12).

Munro and Langer testify that the secondary qualities of

art are best dealt with verbally--at times, the metaphor is

the only resource of the critic (11, 14). An example from the

Munro Questionnaire provides distinctions between color that

is ". . .dull, dark, sombre, bleak, or bare. . .vivid, intense,

clear, pure, jewel-like. . ." (15). Without exception, the anal-

yses dealing with the primary qualities in relatively complex

works have resorted to diagrams and illustrations which sepa-

rately depict, for example, the use of line or the relationships

of color areas (3, 5, 7, 9, 12). From research of the literature,

a visual-verbal analysis of the primary qualities coupled with

a verbal analysis of the secondary qualities appears to pro-

vide a format for investigation that adequately treats both the

parts and the whole of a work of art.

Components of a Painting

As a two-dimensional art form composed of matter existing

in space, a painting has a physical presence as an object. As

with any art form, the possibilities of a painting are bound

up in the medium in which it is executed and the techniques

employed to organize the medium into a composition (5). Leepa

outlines the possibilities of an art medium, the art elements,

:l - 1 -1, .... .. AN - r'. < "..A} yNr1.e-. .urAllA:ft+ rGi' 1'i1, ., 
-



and the organizational techniques, the art principles, in the

following manner:

The Art Elements: Line, Shape, Space, Value,
Color, Texture

The Art Principles: Balance, Contrast, Emphasis,
Proportion, Rhythm, Transition (12)

Synonymous to the primary qualities of an art work, these

terms, which will be discussed in detail in the following para-

graphs, provide a basis for comparison and description of any

group of art objects. It becomes obvious that any groups of

paintings adhering to a "style" of painting will exhibit simi-

laraties in the use of art elements and principles. Two pieces

of sculpture may be compared on the surface textures employed;

similarly, two paintings may be compared on the quality of

line.

The comparison of paintings on the basis of style charac-

teristics has been an accepted mode of analysis since the pub-

lication of Heinrich Wolfflin's P ciples of ArtHistory in

1915 (17). More recently, the availability of color slides

of art objects has made such comparisons considerably more

feasible (15).

The Art Elements and Principles

Any attempt to define such terms as line and color or

balance or texture is hampered by the necessity of translat-

ing a visual phenomenon into words. At best only general

characteristics can be considered. As with Wittgenstein, "the

meaning is the use" (16). Even more illusive are the secondary

14
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qualities. Only an indication of possibilities deriving from

the use of elements and principles can be given.

Line

In the realm of physics and art, a line is the identi-

fiable path of a point moving in space. In painting, line

may serve as an organizational implement, indication of move-

ment, definition of a contour, silhouette of an object, or an

indication of perspective. Psychologically, its position pro-

duces passivity if horizontal, stability if vertical, and

activity if diagonal (8, 12, 7). Munro makes a distinction

between line that is smooth, graceful, delicate, flexible, or

undulating (15). The medium in which a line is fixed can be

expected to affect its quality.

Shape

Three terms are usually employed in discussing shape:

plane, area, and mass. Plane generally denotes a two-

dimensional shape which does not change direction. Area im-

plies any two-dimensional shape whose surface only is under

consideration. Mass is a three-dimensional illusion of solid-

ity, bulk, or weight such as in the depiction of a building.

Shape may be vaporous, very solid, distorted, or translucent

(6, 12).

In contrast to mass, space is descriptive of three-

dimensional voids rather than matter. In paintings, its
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Texture

The quality of a surface, its roughness or smoothness.,

is texture. In a painting, texture has three sources: the

surfaces created by the application of the paint itself; il-

lusionistic simulation of textures (fur, lace); and arbitrary

surface differentiation with lines and dots as part of a de-

sign (4, 6).

Balance

Balance is a state of equilibrium in which all parts of

a painting appear to have equal weight. It may be achieved

by symmetrical or asymmetrical means. In-symmetrical balance,

each element on one side of a painting is duplicated in posi-

tion and weight on the other side. In asymmetrical balance,

the force and influence of one area is equalized by the force

and influence of another area of the canvas. Thus a large

dark area may be balanced by the interest or color projection

of a smaller, lighter area. Psychologically, symmetrical

balance tends to produce a static serene quality while the

asymmetrical balance creates a more dynamic mood (4, 6, 12,

15).

Contrast

The development of opposition among the elements of a

painting is contrast. This is usually employed to provide

variation in the painting and may take the form of opposing

colors, lines, shapes, sizes, and textures. An orange line
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Summary

The analysis of a work of art requires consideration of

both its physical properties and the reaction of the viewer

(1, 8, 10, 15). These primary and secondary qualities are

best handled by a combination of visual and verbal analysis

formats (1, 6, 7, 9, 12, 15). The primarily visual format

treats the art elements of line, shape, volume, value, color,

and texture and the art principles of balance, contrast, em-

phasis, proportion, rhythm, and transition. The secondary

qualities which result from the viewer's synthesis of the use

of the primary qualities are investigated verbally (11, 13,

14).
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF THE DATA

Collection of the Data

The controlling and validating factors employed in the

study of each of the paintings in this twenty-item portion of

the Denney Collection were the inclusion of (1) biographical

and historical material on the collector and the ten artists

obtained from letter, gallery notes, show catalogues, written

interviews, and notes by the artists, (2) the results of a

four-and-a-half-month examination of the original paintings

at the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, (3) and thirty-five milli-

meter color transparencies of the originals as well as color

transparencies of accompanying diagrams. The slides are in-

cluded in Appendix B of the thesis.

Treatment of the Data

A brief summary was included on the collector and on the

period of time represented.by the works in the Dallas segment

of the collection. The artists, together with their short

biographical sketches, were presented in alphabetical order,

and the specific paintings of each artist were listed and

treated chronologically. The analysis proceeded in the fol-

lowing four phases:



I. Description of the primary visual qualities of each

painting through examination of the art elements and princi-

ples. Diagrams supplement the descriptions.

II. Verbal presentation of the secondary qualities of the

pain ting s.

III. Comparison of the results of phase I and II to de-

termine if any similar characteristics existed among the paint-

ings.

IV. Comparison of the results of phase III to the histori-

cal data on the collection to determine the possible origin of

the similarities.

Visual analysis: the description of an art element in a

painting primarily consists in placing it on a scale between

the extremes possible for the element. For instance, value

may range from very dark to very light. In a particular paint-

ing, however, the value range may be only from medium dark to

medium light. Similarly, textures may range from very coarse

to very smooth. Those elements of a painting which are not

readily apparent to the viewer are included in diagrams. A

prime candidate for such inclusion is shape which often must

be generalized.

When the characters of elements conflict and cause their

position in space to become ambiguous, it becomes necessary for

the viewer to synthesize the role of the elements. This occurs ,

for example, when a dark area which would logically recede is

also heavily textured and therefore tends to project. Therefore,
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ambiguous space, in contrast to illusionistic three-dimensional

space in which the position of planes can be determined, is a

secondary quality of a painting. Discussion of ambiguous space

was reserved for phase II of the analysis.

The description of art principles consists of the identi-

fication of the elements employed to produce the principle.

Balance may be chiefly the result of color or of shape. Con-

trast may also be the result of color or of texture or of

both.

Proportion in this analysis was limited to a geometrical

analysis of each work. The first consideration was the kind

of rectangle employed for the entire painting. Placement of

the possible "root rectangles" and the golden rectangle for

each painting were noted on the diagram developed for each

painting. The golden sections for each painting were deter-

mined and noted. If a dominant area of a painting or if three

points fell on a golden section the relationships were consid-

ered significant. These traditional organizational schemes

were explored to determine if they occurred intuitively. It

is a basic premise of the golden rectangle system that the

golden section defines a proportion considered most pleasing

to man.

Verbal analysis: with the aid of the Munro Questionnaire

(Appendix A) and most particularly, with its sensitive termi-

nology, the secondary qualities of each painting were pre-

sented. Included in this segment of the analysis of the
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collection were the analysis of ambiguous space and a des-

cription of the mood and effect of each painting. Of neces-

sity, this made heavy use of metaphor to approximate a visual

quality.

For phase III of the analysis of the collection, a summary

was provided of the similarities resulting from the two-phase

visual and verbal analyses. In phase IV, these similarities

were compared to the historical data on the collection to de-

termine their possible origin. A summary of these results

from phase IV was the basis for the acceptance or rejection

of the research hypotheses.



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Introduction

Factors under consideration regarding the Anthony Denney

Collection were the art trends of the period immediately fol-

lowing World War II, the statements of the collector regard-

ing his collection, biographical data on the ten artists, and

the visual and verbal analyses of the twenty paintings from

this segment of the collection.

The Period

Europe after the second World War was a place of change.

Artists who had sought refuge in New York during the fight-

ing returned to the art centers of their respective countries

taking with them the new American synthesis of Cubism and

Surrealism, abstract expressionism, with its emphasis on ma-

terials and gesture (u). The canvas became an exploratory

psychic map for many of the returning artists. They also pos-

sessed an abiding hatred for the nationalism that spawns war,

and with it, a determination for art to know no boundaries

(4, .5). This new international spirit was exemplified in

such groups as COBRA (Copenhagen, Brussels, Amsterdam) and

the heterogeneity of the School of Paris (4).

27
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Art critic Michael Tapie in 1951 organized an exhibition

in Paris with the title "Vehemences Confrontees" (5, 6).

Joined by others, this group formed the exhibition "Signi-

ficants de l'informal" in 1952 which became the core for

"Informalism" in Europe. The name was analogous to abstract

expressionism in America. Informalism according to Tapie was

an art autre, an other art for which the "only thing of im-

portance is primarily and simply to do, the creation in the

primary state without control, and what is important is the

result: a work that without saying and expressing, just lives"

(5, p. 66). It is an art of accident, materials, and gestures.

Taking part in the art autre exhibition were Appel, Burrn,

Dubuffet, Mathieu, Fautrier, and Riopelle (5).

The Collector

Anthony Denney is a retired British interior decorator

and photographer living in Spain since 1970. He received his

art training from the Royal Academy of Art, The Courtauld In-

stitute of Art, and Goldsmiths College. His own painting in

the twenties showed the influence of Mondrian and Kandinsky

(3).

The Denney Collection was amassed over a period of fif-

teen years between 1955 and 1970. Dissatisfied with the

"worn out formulae which stared back from every studied shop

window" (2, p. 73), he discovered art autre in the Galerie

Stadler in Paris in October, 1955. He recounts the event
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as a birthday evening when he happened upon the opening of the

gallery,

Among the closely packed pink smear of faces
on the other side of the plate glass, I suddenly
recognized the certain features of Germaine Richier.
Magnetized, impelled, and uninvited, I pushed inside
to be confronted with the exciting new world of
Delahaye, Falkenstein, Jenkins, Serpan, Tobey, and
Tapies, and I knew at once that this was what I
wanted (2, p. 73).

The choice of Informalist art was therefore deliberate

and was followed by purchase in quick succession of work by

Appel, Mathieu, Burri, Tapies, Saura, Coetzee, and Riopelle.

The collecting continued until Denney's recent retirement to

Spain. Work by Coetzee, an assemblage sculptor, comprises

nearly twenty-five percent of the total collection of 134

works. Another large grouping in the collection is from the

texture-oriented Gutai group in Japan (2, 3).

According to the collector, he chose pictures very quickly

and impulsively, seeking quality, originality, and the ele-

ments of surprise and shock (2).

The Artists and the Paintings

It is an almost unavoidable corollary of the chemical

process of transferring the colors of a canvas to film and

then to photographic paper that the resulting colors are some-

what darker than the original. This should be noted in com-

paring the description of the works to the transparencies

provided. Reading of the following analyses can be facili-

tated through use of two slide projectors. Slides bound in
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the plastic folders in Appendix B should be removed and placed

in parallel positions in two slide trays so that the color

transparency of the painting and the analysis diagram for

that painting may be viewed simultaneously.

KrlAlpjel

The art of the Dutch painter, Appel, begins with auto-

matic images similar to infantile scratchings or folk images.

His emphasis is on absolute spontaneity and only in 1958 did

he begin to include the vigorous brushstrokes of Informalist

painting. His first impact on the art world was as a co-

founder of the COBRA group in 1946 whose manifesto opposed

all reasonable and harmonious construction, the search for

style and for formal purity. The painting becomes "the shape

of a scream"' (1, 5). Vivid primary colors, heavy outline,

and image distortion are the hallmarks of an Appel.

Le Chat, Plate I, Figure la (gouache on paper, 29* x

39j inches, 1951).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. The figure of the cat is realized in outline only

with arbitrary patterns of circles and thick colored lines

in the interior of the image.

Shape. The cat image forms two distinct oval-like shapes.

Space. The space is ambiguous.

Value. No gradations in value occur in the hues em-

ployed. The value scheme therefore results from the inherent
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lightness or darkness of the hues employed thus giving a dark

value of black, middle values of green and red, and light

values of yellow and white.

Color. Red, white, blue, yellow, black, and one comple-

ment of green are used at nearly full intensity. The cat

image is placed on a background of deep blue which contrasts

sharply with the light yellow that integrates the interior

forms of the image.

Texture. Missing in this painting is the heavy impasto

usually employed by Appel. The watercolor medium precludes

such a build-up of paint. Interestingly, areas such as the

right ear c and the tail d imply a reference to a more realis-

tic portrayal of a cat. Whiskers, tail, the interior of the

right ear, and the left side of the head show symbolization

of actual texture.

Balance. The asymmetrical balance in this work is

achieved in two ways. A large dark area is balanced by a

smaller lighter area because the light area B pulls forward

and across. Area fl is basically asymmetrical and therefore

actively competes with the more stable, symmetrical arrange-

ment of area A. Balance is therefore spatial.

Contrast. The composition makes considerable use of

color contrast by placing primary hues together, light areas

against dark areas, and solidly painted areas against ones

with linear textures added.
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Emphasis. There is a definite emphasis on area A caused

by the concentration of interior shapes, general darkness of

the area, and the focal point of the cat's eyes. However, the

tail is an effective counter to this emphasis by its interest-

ing treatment and lightness.

Proportion. The rectangle is quite near a "root-2 rec-

tangle." Golden Section 1 (hereafter, GS) describes the heavy

black outline that separates the two major shapes of the image.

Many of the shapes in the interior of the image appear to be

placed by GS 3 and GS 4 while GS 2 is drawn through the center

of the right eye.

Rhythm. There is a strong undulating linear motif that

occurs horizontally through the image (green line).

Transition. The two distinct portions of the image which

are decidedly different in color are held together by the rhyth-

mic lines which connect them, particularly lines e and f.

II. Secondary qualities (Le Chat, Figure ib).

Ambiguous space. Spatially area A is in front of area B

because of its largeness, lower base line, and more distinct

outline. The forward placement of area A is contradicted by

its darker color which causes it to recede slightly. The

yellow and red which invade both A and B tend to erase the

space differential and hold them both in the same plane. Area

C is the farthest from the canvas plane. Areas of A and B

such as d which are equal in value to C cause an interplay

of positions between them--the background is pulled equal to
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d or d recedes to the C position. There are slight volumes

at e because of the symbolic texture.

At first whimsical and amusing, Appel's cat appears to

be a respite from the intensity usually associated with his

work. There is a nagging sense of having seen it before. As

the broad areas of sharply defined color assert themselves,

the association becomes clear. The cat may well have first

appeared on some primitive Peruvian loom. With that realiza-

tion the ritual aspect of the image takes hold and the staring

eyes of the cat become menacing. The demon image is disguised

in a harlequin coat of fur--but only barely disguised.

Boyin Street, Plate II, figure 2a (oil on canvas, 38 x

51 inches, 1953).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Heavy black outlines define the three major shapes

in this painting.

Shape. The shapes consist of three strong triangles, a

rectangle, and a partial circle.

Space. The composition makes use of ambiguous space with

the projection of the paint impasto creating actual space.

Value. Values range from the black outline through the

middle values of red, blue-green, and to the light values of

white and yellow.

Color. The colors are all of the same intensity, very

bright, very pure. The intensity of the color is heightened

by placing small patches of primary color adjacent to one
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another. A very saturated red invades nearly every area of

the canvas.

Texture. The distinct track of a heavily loaded brush

is evident everywhere. The accumulations of paint are one

of the most dominant factors in the painting. Other textures

include the checkered arrangement of color in area C and the

linear patterns in C.

Balance. Color as in Le Chat is the main balancing

factor. The dark center image A is countered by the bright-

ness of areas B and C. Particularly effective is the large

patch of red immediately to the right of t at b.

Contrast. Contrast is chiefly a result of smoothly

painted solid areas of color against a patchwork application,

black linear patterns against solidly painted areas d, and

the heavy accumulation of paint against relatively flat areas.

Emphasis. The grotesque figure of the boy with its ex-

plicitly stated genitals is the dominant force in the painting.

This emphasis is established by the size and central position

of the figure, the thickness of the paint impasto, and the

dark character of the image.

Proportion. The rectangle employed is between a square

and a "root-2$ rectangle. The major figure falls within GS 1

and GS 2 while GS 3 and GS 4 delineate the area occupied by

the upraised left hand.

Rhythm. The rhythm is angular (green line) and has a

strong upward trend. A spatial rhythm caused by the shifting

of planes also exists.



Transition. Movement from one area of the painting to

the next is achieved first by the low swinging arc designated

e which ties all forms in the composition and secondarily by

the sharp angles used in the construction of the figures.

II. Secondary qualities (lu in Street, Figure 2b).

Ambiguous space. The red plane D moves from very near

the canvas plane D I to the limits of the shallow space D 2.

The black outline at A is suspended on the front canvas plane

with the shapes a and b immediately behind A. Shape C is

pushed forward by the light areas E behind it making it nearly

equal to a and b. One of the most difficult areas to assimi-

late is the central figure A. Here the distinctive outlines,

heavy textures, and low base line pull it forward while the

cool blue-green tries to recede behind the red plane D.

Children who play in streets live where clutches of grey-

ing houses block the sun and the street stays dim. Only the

smoldering anger of people trapped there light it. And it is

an eerie and invading light. Appel's stunted child with its

leering face causes one to see the upraised hand as both op-

pressive and as an instinctive warding off of fear. Crowded,

closed in, crushed are the words for this painting.

Teima inaire, Plate III, Figure 3a (oil on canvas,

59 x 41 inches, 1953).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Threads of paint with the cylindrical forms of pig-

ment squeezed from a tube are the framework of this composition.

36
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The whirling vortex of lines becomes quite dense in areas of

the image of an imaginary head--a head which at a distance of

twenty feet can barely be assimilated and when approached

more closely dissolves in a mass of paint and movement.

Shape. The shapes which emerge are basically rectilinear

with a superimposed oval supplying the face-form.

Space. Space in this composition in the illusionistic

sense is ambiguous. The paint occurs at an actual projection

of one to two inches from the canvas plane.

Value. Again, as in the other Appels, there is little

or no gradation of value other than the inherent character of

the primary hue. The only departure is the lightened blue

which is superimposed over the black background and serves

as a backdrop for the fragmenting image.

Color. With the exception of the light blue, the color

is applied directly from the tube or ladled on in squarish

patches of rich color that are interwoven with the linear

paint.

Balance. A basically symmetrical arrangement prevails

in the whole work. The placement of the triangular points a

varies from a symmetrical placement only slightly.

Contrast. Contrast results from the paint application

techniques and the use of primary color against primary color.

Emphasis. Emphasis is on the head image when it is dis-

cernible. However, a strong yellow worked in patches in an

hour-glass configuration competes for that identification.
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Proportion. The rectangle is between a square and a

"root-2" rectangle. The golden sections appear to have no

significance.

Rhythm4  Basically a whirling circle, the rhythm is

varied by the downward movement of the triangular points.

Transition. Movement is accomplished by the increasingly

dense mass of lines.

II. Secondary qualities (Tete imafinaire, Figure 3b).

Ambiguous space. The image outlined in red 8 is the

middle plane of the canvas. The dark blue D penetrates through

the lighter background C to E. C occurs just behind A and B.

is the front plane and carries the black lines that form

the nose and mouth. The entanglement of B with 0 causes their

positions to shift in and out of place. Particularly difficult

are the small patches of yellow which loom first in the viewer's

eye and play a complicated game of hide-and-seek with the skein

of other colors.

Appel's emerging head is a search for identity carried

out in a labyrinth of line. The solid dark blue image D seems

to be an inner image glimpsed through the tangled mass of

lines forming the outer image B. The canvas posits two pos-

sibilities: the inner image bodying forth from the background

an "I am" while the confused mask of lines in the outer image

surrounds it and questions "who am I?"
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Franco Assetto

No information is available regarding Assetto other than

to include him in the School of Paris circle around Jean Du-

buffet and Jean Fautrier.

Blu IV, Plate IV, Figure ka (oil on canvas, 19 3/4 x

15 3/4 inches, 1958).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Line apparently serves no function in this work.

Shape. The only discernible shape is an emerging rec-

tangle A.

Space. The actual space in this piece results from the

ridges projecting out of the rectangular shape A. Illusion-

istic space is ambiguous.

Value. The values are all of a middle range with only

the metallic sheen of the iron-red paint providing highlights.

Color. A powdery blue almost tempera-like in its dry-

ness, contrasts to the dull metallic finish of the red-orange

paint which bubbles like rusting iron under the brittle blue.

Texture. The powdery surface and the metal simulation

are the main sources of texture.

Balance. The asymmetrical balance is achieved by off-

setting the large area A with the broken blue-red of the re-

mainder of the composition. There is a strong angular pull

away from the shape A at b and c. The balance results from

interest rather than the juggling of weights.

Contrast. Textures are the main contrasts.



Emphasis. The heavily projecting ridge of paint at a

appears to be the main focal point.

Proportion. The rectangle is between a "root-I" and a

"root-2" rectangle. The limits of the square R closely

follow the upper edge of the first large interior shape.

Rhythm. The rhythm is felt more than delineated by shapes

in the painting. It is quiet, subtle, and could be regarded

as a building of tension to area a rather than a linear motif.

Transition. Movement through the work is caused by suc-

cessively larger areas of red-orange disclosed beneath the

blue overcoat from left to right.

II. Secondary qualities (Blu IV, Figure 4b).

Ambiguous space. The recessive quality of the blue in

A is countered by the red-orange beneath it. The presence

of the red-orange intensifies the blue to the point that it

is forced to the very front canvas plane. In contrast, the

red-orange in C is dulled just enough by the powdery blue that

it recedes and becomes the plane at the limits of the shallow

space. Area B is one of the most ambiguous. It reads both

as a hole and a projection. The actual impasto protrusion at

a I and a2 pushes it into the front plane. The shallow areas,

however, pull back and hold area B between A and C.

Age takes over everything. Assetto evokes a once proud

surface gone dry and brittle. A once proud blue now powdery

to the touch. And under all the metal rusts and corrodes and

oozes through. The war speaks in deafening silence here. Its
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presence and passing known--but quiet. Nothing more can be

done. Assetto has fixed an image that sounds of decay, of

futility--of things and people passing.

Alberto 3urri

The exploitation of materials was a necessity for the

Italian-born Burri, who began painting in a prisoner-of-war

camp in Texas. Though a physician, the conditions of his

imprisonment prevented his practicing medicine. His only

available medium for painting was hopsacking. He has con-

tinued to use mundane materials including hopsacking, burned

wood, and scraps of wood since his return to Italy after the

War. Over the chaotic, accidental character of the material,

he lays a severe structural organization. During 1946, he

became a member of the Origine group which was centered in

Paris (1, 5, 6).

Sacco IV, Plate V, Figure 5a (burlap, cotton, Vinavil

glue, silk, and paint on black cotton backing, 45 x 30 inches,

1954).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Heavy outlines resulting from the stitching join-

ing the edges of the fabric define many of the rectangular

shapes in the work.

Shape. The shapes in this composition, which could

properly be called an assemblage, are strong rectangles with

smaller circular shapes scattered in the largest rectangle A.



Rhythm. The rhythm is nearly static--a solemn, slow

processional of rectangles wheeling about a touch of red.

Transition. The slow movement of the piece is accom-

plished by the move from large to small rectangles and from

a light shade to a dark shade of burlap.

II. Secondary qualities (Sacco IV, Figure 5b).

Ambiguous space. The holes in the background are the

farthest limits of this canvas. Because of its intensity,

the small area of red A is the front plane. The lighter

areas of burlap B compete with the areas C which are glossy

and more light reflective for the mid-position. The quality of

light falling on the work determines their placement. The large

rectanglesD containing A is near the limits of the shallow

space though it wavers close to $ and C.

Sackcloth is the stuff of mourning . . . here even more

poignant in the faded, stained red silk that gleams out of the

mundane burlap. With coarse and heavy stitches, Burri, who is

one intimately acquainted with dying, sews his existence back

together. Except for the dark places. Except for the blacks

that have no depth. Except for the red wound which will not

heal.

Tutto nero, Plate VI, Figure 6 (paint and burlap on

cotton backing, 59 x 39* inches, 1955).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Line in this composition results from the folds

and edges of the fabric.
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Shape. A large rectangle A of burlap joined to a smaller

one B and another small rectangle C not covered by the burlap

are the basic shapes.

Space. Actual space varies from the canvas plane to the

barely discernible projections of the ridges and buckles in

the fabric.

Value. The very slight value gradations are not a pro-

perty of the painting, but rather, result from the place-

ment of the light falling on the canvas. The light source

causes the ridges to cast shadows and also highlights them.

Color. Matte black covers the whole of the work.

Texture. The only texture is smooth paint over rough

material and over smooth stones.

Balance. As in the other Burri work, balance is deter-

mined primarily by interest. A trail of pebbles which descends

from rectangle B effectively counters the mass of A and B.

Contrast. Burlap painted black against flat cotton

painted black is a subtle contrast.

Emphasis. Because of its central position, height, and

use as a dividing line, the line separating A and B appears

to be the focal point.

Proportion. The rectangle is nearly a "root-2" rectangle

and the golden sections appear to have no significance.

Rhythm. The rhythm is nearly static and felt.

Movement. Movement is accomplished by the angle of line

c and from large to smaller shapes.
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II. Secondary qualities (STu$ttnero).

Sponge-like, the inky fabric of Burri's all-black canvas

absorbs the surrounding light creating a dark, but faintly

luminous presence. Miniscule flecks of red take on an im-

portance out of proportion to their size.

Jean Dubuffet

Erstwhile clown, sometime wine-seller, and on-again-off-

again painter, Dubuffet is one of the most inventive artists

of post-war France. From butterfly wings to incompatible

impasto that crept off the canvas when exposed to heat, mate-

rials have had no restrictions. Images, too, such as the

Bodies of Ladies have no respect or limitations (5). The

painter strives for an all encompassing statement. Proceeding

in series, each group of works is formally, structurally, and

materially a different set of problems. Some of his ideas

stem from an interest in primitive art, the art of children,

and the art of the insane. The t Brut is concerned with

the expression of the artist and with no aesthetic pretensions

(1, 5). The "inherent hazards of the hand" (5, p. 63) are

the prime forces of Dubuffet's work--at times, both the

macabre and the whimsical invade the paintings.

du dame, Plate VII, Figure 7a (gouache on paper,

19 x 12 inches, 1950).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Fine pencil lines meticulously detail pubic hair,

navel, breasts, and genitals, and roughly define grotesque

arms and leering face.
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Shape. The elephantine female form is the only shape

employed. However, a slightly larger repetition of the shape

can be discerned in the background.

Space. Illusionistic space in this composition is am-

biguous.

Value. Value ranges from the dark background to the

lighest uncolored area of the paper.

Color. The demonic quality of the figure is enhanced by

the turgid, purplish red surrounding it. The almost colorless

figure draws its chief coloration from smeared pencil lines.

Texture. Texture is provided by the variance of the

pencil line from thin to dense. Another source is painted

surface contrasted to the uncolored paper.

Balance. Basically symmetrical, the weight of the right

buttock is offset by the turn of the head toward the left.

Contrast. Fine details are contrasted to large forms.

Emphasis. The main emphasis is on the erotic character

of the image, particularly on the tangled mass of pubic hair

near center.

Proportion. The breast area is delineated by GS1 and

GS 2 while GS 4 occurs through the center of the pubic area.

GS 3 passes through the bend in the elbows, a wrist point,

and quite near the navel.

Rhythm. Rhythm is spatial and felt.

Transition. Movement across the image is the result of

the spaced anatomical details.
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II. Secondary qualities (4Corps du dame, Figure 7b).

Ambiguous space. The figure A is wafer-thin and parallel

to the canvas plane with a feeling of penetration at a to C.

The aura of B surrounding the figure proceeds from nowhere

and extends into the viewer's space. The dark area C surround-

ing S falls away into infinity.

Fetish-like, the ample proportions of Dubuffet's lady

fill the small world she inhabits. That world? a dim, murky,

turgid, non-place that takes in an infinity of space. Naked

even of paint, the elephantine figure stands on wobbly legs

before the background--grotesque, open, and barely there in

thin pencil lines. Flattened, ruined, with no semblance of

caring, no indication of decency, she is aftermath, an image

left. Like shadows on Hiroshima walls, one expects to find

her in burned-out tunnels, under slabs of crushing stone.

Why this image of woman? Perhaps the war has irretrievably

violated even this. Dubuffet holds a new icon up for scrutiny--

of horror, of erosion, of inhumanity--and hangs it like an

albatross in the mind for remembering.

Paysage au ciel Tavele, Plate VIII, Figure 8a (oil on

canvas, 38 1/2 x 22 3/4 inches, 1952).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. The only line present divides the grey from the

brown portion of the canvas.

Shape. An indistinct rectangle occurs in the center of

the canvas.
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Color. The patch of landscape uses a limited palette of

grey, brown, and black.

Space. The space is ambiguous.

Value. The values range from dark to medium to light.

Texture. The variegated texture of this piece is caused

by the incompatibility of the media employed. The paint draws

and puckers away from the basecoat in the lower portion, while

drops of another media cause a rain-splattered effect in the

grey upper portion.

Balance. The balance in this composition is most subtle.

The light areas invading the predominantly dark lower portion

coupled with light areas at the top achieve the balance.

Contrast. Contrast is a result of texture.

Emphasis. The focal point is the heavy separating line.

Proportion. This is a perfect golden rectangle. How-

ever, the golden sections have no significance.

Rhythm. A slight back and forth movement from light

area to light area can be discerned.

Transition. Movement falls along the rhythmic pattern.

II. Secondary qualities (Paysage au ciel Tavele, Figure

8b).

Ambiguous space. The outline x separating A and B

(Figure 8b) is underscored with white giving a lift to the

entire grey area and causing it to overhand slightly the

brown portion. This is further developed by the light value

area a which is suspended at the canvas plane with the c
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areas on either side slightly behind a. The B portion of the

canvas is a complex of interlocking rhythms which basically

follow the d-e pattern shown in the diagram. The d area occurs

parallel to c in the upper portion and theLe areas are fare

thest removed from the canvas plane. Two things, however,

contradict the value-determined spatial relationships: the

heavy texture of B tends to force it forward equal to A; the

interpenetration of light and dark in all areas of B cause

the spatial planes to vacillate between the and d positions.

Incredibly scarred, burned back to earth, this small

stretch of landscape with its still smoking sky is microscop-

ically considered. A feeling of mottled skin, smooth and some-

what elastic with a quality reminiscent of the covering of a

toad is sensed in the dark brown portion (B, Figure 8b). Most

disturbing are the scraped-up places with the skin torn and

laid back revealing a lighter endoderm. It is a living, pul-

sating region stretched over an unknown. In contrast, the

smaller area A of warm grey seems inpenetrable, as if a layer

of fine grey mud over concrete were disturbed by a light

scattering of additional raindrops. A sky hard and unyield-

ing, the land alive though brutally handled--some hope remains

for rebuilding.

Noble port de tte, Plate IX, Figure 9a (oil on canvas,

31 3/4 x 21 inches, 1954).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Heavy outlines trace the perimeter of this mis-

shaped head and an unspeakable mouth caught between words.
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An interior outline lifts a single staring eye out of a mass

of paint lines.

Shape. The only shape is the misshapen head.

Space. The work shows some ambiguous space.

Value. The values range from the white coated black back-

ground to the black outline of the head.

Color. Bright tendrils of mixed warm hues, some tubular,

some flattened interweave to create an impression of pulsating

flesh that is basically red.

Texture. Textures vary from the background laid in with

a palette knife to the incrusted interior.

Balance. Asymmetrical balance is achieved by the place-

ment of the eye and the projection of the nose to offset the

mass of the rest of the head.

Contrast. Contrast is mainly a result of paint applica-

tion.

Emphasis. The emphasis appears to be on the eye, and

secondarily on the nose.

Rhythm. Transition. A series of diagonal lines provide

movement and a step-wise rhythm through the piece.

II. Secondary qualities (Noble potde atee, Figure 9b).

Ambiguous space. The intensity of the red in B coupled

with the extensive use of white force B to vacillate from the

back plane of the shallow space to the front plane occupied

by A. The eye area A projects into the viewer's space.
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The first impression is of some childish scrawled graffiti

on a badly white-washed wall. A somewhat longer acquaintance,

however, brings the staring eye into sharp focus and with it

a sense of repulsion from this florid, misshapen head with

its unspeakable mouth. One almost has the feeling of a flayed

head--still conscious, but unable to scream.

Jean Yautrier

Born in Paris in 1898, Fautrier was an older painter who

exhibited with success in Paris just prior to World War II.

He enjoyed considerable success with the intellectuals but

not with the buying public after the first showing of his

thematic series, Hostafes, in 1945. Thematic series continued

to be the major emphasis of his painting development in which

he used heavy impasto in contrast to flat backgrounds and

muted colors. After his 1945 exhibition, Fautrier became an

important leader in the events leading to action painting

and matter painting in which the materials received great

emphasis. He is regarded as a prime influence on Dubuffet

(1, 5, 6).

Tableau & guatre faces, Plate X, Figure lOb (oil on paper

mounted on canvas, 15 x 18 inches, 1958).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Wide lines in blue and pale pink define the edges

of the form.

Shape. The shapes are basically overlapping squares.
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Space. There is a slight feeling of ambiguous space be-

tween the blue and pink edged forms caused by the recessive

character of the blue.

Value. Values are all quite close and in the medium

range.

Color. The restricted range of colors is flatly applied

with the exception of the off-white impasto in the center.

The colors include a dusty rose, an off-white, and a faded

blue.

Texture. Contrast. The thickly applied paint in the

central square is in great contrast to the very flat smooth

surface of the remainder of the work.

Balance. Symmetrical balance prevails in the image.

Emphasis. The main emphasis in the composition is the

central square with the focal point in the center at a and

on the bottom dark horizontal line.

Proportion. The rectangle fits into a "root-2 rectangle"

framework. The golden sections fall close to the secondary

lines in the interior of the image.

Rhythm. A gentle, pulsating rhythm intervenes in the

slight spatial separation of the faded blue and dusty rose

outlines.

Transition. The progressively smaller perimeters of the

square-like shapes lead into the center focal point.

II. Secondary qualities (Tableau e guatre faces, Figure

1b).
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Ambiguous space. The faintly brushed-in blue and pink

are nearly equal in value. The squares they define shift from

front to back position with the amount of off-white color that

can be discerned through the colored outlines. Because of its

low baseline and intensity, the dark blue line at b is the

front plane. However, the recessive character of the blue con-

tradicts its placement while the off-white central square with

its heavy impasto competes for the front rank.

Fautrier plays a subtle, unsettling game. The muted

colors, barely realized, are no companions to the heavy though

very pale impasto in the center. It is disturbing--the kind

of thing that puts one on edge at the unexpected.

Lucio Fontana

As an experimental sculptor in Argentina, Lucio Fontana

published a White Manifesto in 1947 that proclaimed the end

of distinctions between painting and sculpture. This was

further stated in the Spatialist Manifesto from Italy pub-

lished in the fifties. Undertaking to provide space-flow in

a canvas,he has moved from perforations and reliefs to slash-

ing the canvas with a mat-cutting knife (1, 5).

Concetto spaziale, Plate XI, Figure la (oil on canvas,

24 x 29 inches, 1959).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Line in this composition is composed of vertical

slashes through the canvas.
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Shape. The slashes imply an almost chevron shape.

Space. A slight actual space is apparent through the

slashes. Further, an illusion of space that is ambiguous

exists.

Value. Two values exist in this canvas: the dark back-

ground and the light surface.

Color. The monochromatic orange canvas is placed over

a black background.

Balance. The downward trend of slashes a, b, and c is

countered by the higher placement of d.

Contrast. Texture. The smoothly painted canvas is con-

trasted to the rough edges of the slashes.

Emphasis. Line d receives the most emphasis.

Proportion. The rectangle is nearly a "root-2" rectangle.

The central section slashes are placed by GS 1 and S 2.

Rhythm. The rhythm derives from the heavier emphasis on

lines b and d.

Transition. The movement across the canvas follows the

rhythmic pattern.

II. Secondary qualities (Concetto spa ale, Figure lb).

Ambiguous space. The four lines tend to separate into

two shapes, A and B, which shift continuously from front to

back. The negative shape surrounding A and B recedes or pro-

jects depending upon whether A and B are read as projecting

into space or falling away respectively.
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Uncertain is the word for this canvas. Uncertainty of

whether it has just been made or just been destroyed. What-

ever has transpired has been done forcefully, almost violently,

and the feeling is of anger and impatience, of hitting a brick

wall and going through.

Concetto spazale attese, 1+1--IIIXY, Plate XII, Figure

12a (emulsion paint on canvas, 36 1/4 x 29 3/4 inches, 1962).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Nine slashes serve as line in this composition.

Shape. The two groups of slashes separate into two

shapes.

Space. Some actual space is allowed into the canvas

through the slashes. Some illusionistic space also exists

and is ambiguous.

Value. Values range from a middle value in the upper

portion to a medium-dark value in the lower portion of the

canvas. An aleatoric element, the background revealed by

slashes is in this instance white and therefore the lightest

value--however, the possibilities are numerous.

Color. The only painted colors present are the two

stained shadesof green.

Texture. Contrast. The natural roughness of the un-

primed canvas is contrasted to the rough wall revealed through

the slashes in the canvas.

Balance. The upper portion of the canvas is interspersed

with two groups of slashes, the one of the right B containing



five and the one on the left A containing four, for a total

of nine cuts varying slightly in depth and direction. The

more heavily weighted right side is balanced by the dark arc

of green at a.

Emphasis. The emphasis falls on the second line in each

group.

Proportion. The rectangle is nearly a "root-2" rectangle.

Rhythm. The rhythm follows the pattern of lines with

a heavier emphasis on the second line in each group. The

low swinging arc at a is a counter to the staccato effect

of the upper portion.

Transition. Movement follows the rhythmic pattern.

II. Secondary qualities (cOncetto spazile. attese,

1+1--IIIXY, Figure 12b).

Ambiguous space. Area B is either the first or second

plane of the canvas. The area marked off by slashes A has

a tendency to either recede or project, occasionally with one

side receding while the other projects in a see-saw fashion.

The dark area C is the limit of the shallow space.

The upper slashed portion of the canvas becomes a bright

pizzacato played over a swelling base line. The texture of

the melody is thin and transparent, pleasant but not monumental.

Georges Mathieu

As early as 1947, Mathieu began painting with pigment

squeezed directly from the tube directly onto the canvas. His
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calligraphic style has varied little other than to become

more aggressive and violent. More automatic than spontan-

eous, his painting technique is such that it can be performed

before an audience--a spectacle he has enjoyed to the point

of dressing in armor to paint a Homage to Louis XIV before a

group of 800. Speed of execution is the determiner of spon-

taneity for this painter (1, 5, 6).

Mort d'Ascelin de Rochester, Plate XIII, Figure 13a

(oil on canvas, 48 x 78 inches, 1956).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Streaks of paint in -a calligraphic sign are both

form and content of this work.

Shape. Some of the linear elements coalesce into small

shapes.

Space. Relatively little actual space exists in this

canvas. Illusionistic space is ambiguous.

Value. The values are black, a middle value of red,

and pure white.

Color. The black expanse of the canvas is interrupted

only by red and white lines of paint.

Texture. Contrast. The main source of contrast is the

flat background against the tubular forms of the paint.

Balance. The line moving at the left with its arrow-

shaped disengaged point b by interest and movement balances

the linear mass on the right.
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Emphasis. The emphasis appears to be the bright red

motif at a but the moving line b competes for the attention.

Proportion. This is a perfect golden rectangle and

GS 3 appears to be the main line for the development of the

motif.

Rhythm. The undulating movement of lines b and are

broken by the staccato forms that overlap line c.

Transition. The leading lines are the main sources of

movement.

II. Secondary qualities (Mrt Ascelin de Rochester,

Figure 13b).

Ambiguous space. The ambiguity in this composition comes

from the overlapping of the same intense value of red and

white at different levels of paint. The red at A seems to be

the front plane but the white beneath actively competes.

This remote canvas seems to be an empty gesture, some

mindless sign which may or may not have some reference to the

title. There is a feeling of flight in the disengaged point

on the extreme left.

Mathieu d'Alsace se rend an couvent de Ramsey, Plate XIV,

Figure 14a (oil on canvas, 78 x 58 inches, 1956).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Large swaths of paint are the framework of the

motif in this canvas.

Shape. A basically rectilinear shape contains the motif.

Space. The space in this composition is ambiguous.
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Value. Again the values are the black of the motif, the

middle value of red that covers the background of the canvas,

and the accents of white.

Color. The dominant red is a deeply saturated stained

application of pigment broken by the frantic combination of

calligraphic black and white lines.

Texture. Contrast. The quality of the applied paint

contrasts with the stained background.

Balance. The weight of the motif is asymmetrically bal-

anced by the mass of intense red.

Emphasis. The motif is the focal point.

Proportion. Though not in a golden rectangle, the black

and white area of the canvas hangs above and below GS 4 and

finds some major vertical dividing points at GS 1 and GS 2.

The limits of the motif with the exception of the leading line

a are contained in the perimeter set by GS 3.

Rhythm.: The rhythm is essentially the flowing linear are

that begins with line a and continues to the right framing

edge, becoming progressively thicker. This supports a rather

bombastic assortment of black and white flourishes.

Transition. Movement is a result of the rhythmic struc-

ture of the composition.

II. Secondary qualities (Mathieu d'Alsace se rend au

couvent de Rse, Figure 14b).

Ambiguous space. It is difficult to define the position

of any of the elements in the work. The background B can be
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read anywhere from the last plane to the front plane. Area C

in black is either frontal or a hole going beyond B. Only the

white area A stays with some certainty on the front plane of

the canvas.

Equally remote as the first Mathieu canvas, there seems to

be a universal quality to the all-encompassing red used in this

painting. The bombastic motif in the lower right side is of

little moment, a minor disturbance in the silence of the red.

Jean-Paul Piopel e

A Canadian, Riopelle first exhibited in 1946 with a group

of Canadian abstractionists and surrealists and later joined

a surrealist group after coming to Paris. A kind of control-

led chance infuses his work, which is known for its musical

quality and its orchestration of color (5). Not strictly an

action painter, Riopelle is nonetheless caught up in material.

The mark of a wide palette knife in its characteristic pattern

is used in an overall paint application with linear notes of

color interspersing the broader swath. In 1956 the outlines

of the knife became more simplified and a greater emphasis

was placed on the use of white in work after 1963 (4, 5).

Painting, Plate XV, Figure 15a (oil on canvas, 35 x

45 3/4 inches, 1953).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. A dense network of lines encases the entire canvas.

Shape. A slightly canted rectangle just off-center can

be discerned.
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Space. Space is ambiguous.

Value. Values consist of black, the middle values of

the colors, and the light values of yellow and white.

Texture. Contrast. The painting has a richly encrusted

surface which plays flat blade shapes of paint against ridges

formed by the edge of the knife.

Balance. The balance is felt rather than carried out in

an accumulation of forms.

Emphasis. The area of emphasis appears to be the central

rectangle.

Proportion. The rectangle is a "root-2" rectangle.

Rhythm. The rhythm is an accumulation of tensions be-

tween the network of lines and the colors beneath them.

Transition. Movement is caused by the tendency to join

small patches of color into a line.

II. Secondary qualities (Paintin, Figure 15b).

Ambiguous space. Only the rectangle at A is really dis-

cernible and it appears to be near the front plane of the

canvas. The remainder of the work shifts incessantly. It

becomes necessary to focus one area or another. The work as

a whole is difficult to assimilate.

Riopelle's work is a thing of memory not wholly seen but

drifting in and out of focus with a detail sharp here and

there. The eye becomes entangled in the heavy network of

lines and keeps searching for the lights that glow out of the

darkly woven surface.
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Patie de compagne, Plate XVI, Figure 16a (oil on canvas,

28 3/4 x 36 inches, 1957).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. This composition is a dense mass of horizontal and

vertical lines resulting from the edge of the palette knife.

Shape. Tree-like forms emerge from the welter of pre-

dominantly white lines.

Space. Actual space results from the very slight projec-

tion of accumulated paint. Illusionistic space is ambiguous.

Value. The values range from black to a middle value of

red to the creamy white which dominates the canvas.

Color. An abundance of white with nearly equal portions

of red and black as secondary colors comprise the color scheme.

Texture. Contrast. The surface of the work is nearly

corrugated by the heavy accumulation of paint.

Balance. The rather massive tree forms to the right are

balanced by the black area on the extreme left.

Emphasis. The red area at a is the focal point.

Proportion. The rectangle is a "root-2 rectangle."

Rhythm. Transition. The lines of paint and the move-

ment across the canvas tend to merge along lines b and c.

II. Secondary qualities (Partie de compare, Figure 16b).

Ambiguous space. The penetration of the white area A by

large amounts of red B cause the areas of A and B to vacillate

between a front and a middle plane position. The dark areas

at C are the farthest removed from the canvas plane.
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Once again, this painting has the not-too-clear edges of

a remembered scene. One image melts into the other and be-

comes an association of something else. The white areas loom

like a nagging thought which will not quite come to conscious-

ness . . . but yet is important.

Antonio Saura

As part of the El Paso group in Madrid, Spain, Saura is

the leading exponent of gesture painting in that country.

Beginning with vivid colors, Saura changed abruptly to a grey,

white, and black palette that he has not left. Gesture is a

slashing stroke in his vocabulary. The subtle shades of greys

are the only gentle note in his work (1, 5).

Retrato 120, Plate XVII, Figure 17a (oil on canvas, 24 x

29 inches, 1960).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Incised lines underscore the double circles of the

upper portion of the canvas A and lift triangular shapes out

of B.

Shape. A roughly sketched ovoid motif suspending a rec-

tilinear black area beneath it is the subject of the composi-

tion.

Space. Space is ambiguous--both black and white recede

and project.

Value. Color. Color is limited to black, white, and

grey.
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Texture. Contrast. The varied use of thin incised lines

in contrast to the heavy brushstrokes in the remainder of the

work is the main source of texture.

Balance. The basically symmetrical composition compen-

sates for the larger right side of A by placing the left side

of B off-center.

Emphasis. Area a is the focal point.

Proportion. The rectangle is between a square and a

"root-2" rectangle. The separation of area A and B occurs

along GS 4.

Rhythm. Transition. The circular motion set up in the

upper portion is varied by the hanging rectangle in the lower

portion.

II. Secondary qualities (Retrato 120, Figure 17b).

Ambiguous space. Areas A and C continually reverse posi-

tion in this canvas. The grey line at e forces A forward des-

pite its blackness, while the very bright white at C is forced

in and out of a hole by the shading at B. Area D is the far-

thest plane of the canvas.

Saura's screaming holes take on the character of eyes

and are impossible to escape. An almost face emerges in the

incised outlines. The cross marks that are incised and shape

a would-be mouth have been used as a part of the Crucifixion

in other paintings by this artist. A shuddering terror and

speechless fear come through the eyes that seem to have no

ending.
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Atogni Tapi e s

A founder of Dau-al-Set or the Barcelona group of post-

World War II Spain, Tapies has always employed heavy impasto

surfaces bordering on sculpture. Beginning with matter paint-

ing, switching to subject-oriented work, and then in 1955, re-

turning to matter painting, he has earned the Carnegie Inter-

national first prize for his most recent work.

The material base of his paintings consist of powdered

marble with latex and synthetic varnish. This very workable

surface is then treated to scratching, rubbing, modeling, or

cracking or any other "matter accident." Colors are sombre

grey, black, blue, brown, ochre, and sepia (1, 5).

Painting XV, Plate XVIII, Figure I8a (latex and marble

dust on canvas, 35 x 45 3/4 inches, 1956).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Line is used as outline for the whorl in the lower

left-hand portion of the canvas.

Shape. The shape is a distorted circle.

Space. The sandy surface protrudes an inch from the can-

vas surface. Illusionistic space is ambiguous.

Value. Color. The colors range from the lightly sprinkled

sand over off-white canvas in the upper right-hand corner to

the darker red-brown in the heavily troweled center motif.

Texture. The texture is coarse sand.

Balance. The balance here is more of a becoming rather

than a completed thing--the whirlpool has an expanding charac-

ter that threatens to fill the entire canvas.
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Contrast. Contrast results from the illusion of dry and

wet sand.

Emphasis. The emphasis is on the darker toned circle in

the center of the whirlpool.

Proportion. The rectangle is between a square and a

"root-2" rectangle.

Rhythm. Transition. Movement occurs outward from the

center of the motif in a spiraling motion.

II. Secondary qualities (Painting XV, Figure 18b).

Ambiguous space. The center circle at A may be read as

both a projection and a hole. If A is seen as going in, then

E becomes the front plane. If the center projects, then D

and g recede into infinite space.

A whirlpool of sand seemingly both dry and wet disturbs

this placid, muted surface. It is a becoming thing--with a

feeling of expanding to include the whole space.

Qaje n.oir, Plate XIX, Figure 19a (oil, latex, and marble

dust on canvas, 35 x 45 3/4 inches, 1957).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. The only line is the modeled ridge around the

circle.

Shape. The shape is a large oval.

Space. The spatial relationships are ambiguous.

Value. The values are limited to dark and medium dark.

Color. Dusty grey sand and an intense black are the only

two colors.
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Fig. 19b--Spatial diagram of Ovale noir
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Texture. Contrast. The slightly oily character of the

black is contrasted to the coarse sand of the remainder of

the painting.

Balance. Balance is symmetrical.

Emphasis. The oval that claims nearly all of the canvas

is the focal point.

Proportion. The rectangle is near a "root-2" rectangle.

Rhythm. Transition. The painting is static with the

only movement being spatial.

II. Secondary qualities (Ovale noir, Figure 19b).

Ambiguous space. Area A may both recede and project.

The half circles at fB and C push forward if A recedes and re-

cede if A projects.

The great black hole falls away into a short infinity,

and then comes rushing out again in a most unsettling fashion.

What sort of crater has Tapies fashioned? A menacing one, a

void and a solid that hangs in the memory.

Petit ochre lacr6, Plate XX, Figure 20 (marble dust and

latex on canvas, 18 1/4 x 10 3/8 inches, 1964).

I. Primary qualities.

Line. This small piece is a study in incised line which

occurs in three distinct areas on the composition.

Shape. Two rectangular forms encompass the lines and form

shapes.

Space. The illusionistic space is ambiguous. Actual

space is present as a result of the slashes.
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Fi 20b--Satial diagram of Petit ochre lacer
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Value. The values range from the white canvas revealed

by the slashes to the dark line ir the lower .half of the can-

vas. The background is the middle value.

Color. The only color present is the sandy background.

Balance. Balance in this work is symmetrical.

Emphasis. The focal point is the dark horizontal line

in the lower third of the painting.

Contrast. Texture. The coarse surface is contrasted to

the, sharp lines forming the subject.

Proportion. This is a perfect golden rectangle. The

four lines of the center motif hang on CS 4.

Rhythm. Transition. Movement through the work is from

simple to complex patterns.

II. Secondary qualities (Petit cre lacr4, Figure 20b).

Ambiguous space. Areas A and B move laterally apart.

The presence of a white background revealed at an actual depth

of one-fourth of an inch in A is most ambiguous for the actual

placement and the light value contradict severely.

This is a strange piece. It very nearly separates in the

middle and goes flying off in two directions. This alone

causes it to be disturbing. It feels neither old or new, but

is simply a scratched bit of sand. The hieroglyphics have no

discernible meaning, except perhaps boredom.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Summary of Phase I and Phase II

The results of the two-phase visual and verbal analyses

of this twenty-item portion of the Anthony Denney Collection

revealed the following similarities:

I. Primary qualities.

Line. Line serves as outline in seven of the twenty

paintings (Figures 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10). It is both form

and content of the composition in five of the works (Figures

11, 12, 13, 14, 20). Line is the result of the technique of

paint application such as squeezing from the tube or the pre-

paration of the base medium in seven of the paintings (Fig-

ures 3, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19). Five of the twenty canvases

used incised line (Figures 11, 12, 16, 17, 20). Line is the

result of an edge of fabric in Figures 5 and 6. Line plays

no significant role in Figure 4.

Shape. Three or less simple shapes are present in thir-

teen of the twenty paintings (Figures 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20). Large basic shapes with smaller

areas account for the remaining seven paintings (Figures 3,

4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16).
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Space. Actual space as a result of the projection of

impasto or penetration through the canvas plane is present in

twelve of the paintings (Figures 3, 4,, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13,

14, 18, 19, 20). Ambiguous illusionistic space caused pri-

marily by the projection and recession of colors is present

in nineteen of the twenty paintings. Only Tut to nero by Burri

is not ambiguous.

Value. A simple scheme of dark, middle, and light values

with no subtle gradations are found in ten of the paintings

(Figures 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). A value range

from dark to medium dark to medium to medium light to light

is found in seven works (Figures 4, 5, 7, 9, 17, 18, 19).

Two paintings are basically dark and light (Figures 18, 20).

One painting is all dark (Figure 6).

Color. Color at full intensity occurs in eleven of the

twenty paintings (Figures 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16). Colors in a close range of neutrals such as black, grey,

white, and beige are found in seven of the twenty paintings

(Figures 5, 7, 8, 17, 18, 19, 20). Two paintings show sub-

tlety across a color range (Figures 4, 10).

Texture. The textures are coarse and rough or very pro-

nounced in fifteen of the twenty paintings (Figures 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). The remaining five paint-

ings are smooth or show slight surface texture (Figures 1, 7,

8, 10, 17). Symbolization of actual texture appears in only

one work (Figure 1).
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Balance. Thirteen of the twenty paintings are asymmet-

rically balanced (Figures 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13,

14, 15, 16, 18, 19). Of these, ten are balanced by color

(Figures 1, 2, 4) and the remainder by shape. Seven of the

works are symmetrical (Figures 3, 7, 8, 10, 17, 18, 20).

Contrast. Contrast is the result of primary hues placed

together (Figures 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15, 16), rough and smooth

surfaces (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

17, 19, 20), and degrees of coarse surface (Figures 5, 6, 7,

17, 18, 19, 20).

Emphasis. The point of emphasis is near center in thir-

teen of the twenty canvases (Figures 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20). It is near the left or right side of the

canvas in the remaining seven works (Figures 1, 4, 8, 9, 13,

14, 15). It is the result of color in ten of the twenty

(Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17), of texture in

six of the twenty (Figures 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20), and of

shape in four of the twenty (Figures 6, 7, 8, 9).

Proportion. There are three golden rectangles present

in the collection (Figures 7, 13, 20). The limits of six of

the twenty rectangles are between a square and a "root-2"

rectangle (Figures 1, 3, 14, 17, 19). Ten of the twenty are

between a "root-2U and a golden rectangle (Figures 2, 5, 6,

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18). There is one exact "root-2" rec-

tangle (Figure 15). The golden sections appear to be signi-

ficant in three of the twenty works (Figures 8, 11, 13).
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Rhythm. The rhythm is either angular (Figures 2, 11, 12,

13, 15, 20) or spatial and felt (Figures 3, 14, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) with four exhibiting a linear move-

ment (Figures 1, 16, 13, 14).

Transition. Movement in ten of the twenty paintings

follows the rhythmic pattern of lines or colors (Figures 1, 2,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20). The remaining ten are subtle

and the movement tends to be implied and spatial (Figures 3,

4, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19).

II. Secondary qualities.

The paintings as a group tend to be sombre and meditative.

When bright color is used it carries the connotation of viol-

ence. Images are distorted and canvas surfaces themselves

are treated to a variety of lacerations. In all, the collec-

tion segment is rather oppressive and menacing, steeped in

occasional tragedy and bearing little light.

Phase III

The results of the two-phase analysis may be summarized

as follows:

1. Line is the result of paint application in a majority

of the works.

2. Three or less shapes are employed in a majority of

the paintings.

3. Space is ambiguous in all but one of the paintings.

4. A majority of the paintings also have actual space.
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5. The value scheme is a simple dark, medium, light in

a majority of the paintings.

6. Color is either very bright or subdued and neutral.

7. Coarse textures are employed in three-fourths of the

paintings.

8. Balance is basically asymmetrical and most often

achieved by shape.

9. Contrast is mainly a result of textures.

10. None of the canvases is larger than a golden rectangle.

11. The majority of the canvases are "root-2" or larger

rectangles.

12. Rhythm is a result of the illusionistic and ambiguous

shifting of planes in a majority of the paintings.

13. Movement is basically spatial and follows the rhythmic

pattern.

Phase IV

The accumulation of the data as derived from the available

written material on the collector, the artists, and the time

period in which they worked provides the following: (1) the

collector's choice of the Informalist style was deliberate;

(2) all painters under discussion worked in the Informalist

movement after World War II; (3) six of the ten artists

participated in the art autre exhibition of 1951; (4) five of

the ten artists were associated with the School of Paris.
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Hypothesis One

Hypothesis one that "there would be definite charac-

teristics common to the twenty paintings selected from the

collection" was considered in two sections regarding the

origin of the similarities. The first part of hypothesis one

that "similarities revealed would be the result of the ex-

change of ideas and the reaction to the current art trends

by the ten artists represented in this portion of the col-

lection" was accepted on the basis of the involvement of six

artists in the art autre exhibition of 1951, the association

of five of the ten artists with the School of Paris group,

the involvement of all ten artists with the Informalist move-

ment, and the adherence of all ten artists to one or more of

the Informalist criteria of gesture, materials, and accident.

Part two of hypothesis one that "certain of the similari-

ties would be a result of the collector's preferences" was

accepted on the basis of Denney's deliberate choice of Inform-

alist art coupled with the limitations of the collection to

heavy impasto, extremes of color, and ambiguous space. Hy-

pothesis one was therefore accepted in its entirety.

Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis two that "there would be dissimilarities as-

sociated with the work of each painter" was accepted on the

following premises: (1) of the paintings, only two, Mathieu's

and the ;tte imaginaire by Appel exhibit the same technique
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of paint application, tube squeezing. Despite the method

similarity, Mathieu's are totally abstract calligraphic de-

signs and Appel's is figurative stemming from two very differ-

ent philosophical viewpoints; (2) the color similarities of

Tapies and Burri are revoked in the dissimilarity of the ma-

terial and the treatment of the medium; (3) no other paintings

in the group exhibit identical methods or colors beyond the

larger context of gesture, texture, and limited palettes.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

This study was concerned with an analysis of twenty paint-

ings from the thirty-five item segment of the Anthony Denney

Collection on permanent loan to the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts.

The paintings were considered separately in a two-phase visual

and verbal analysis. Phase one described the primary visual

qualities of each painting through examination of the art

elements and principles. Phase two was a verbal description

of the secondary qualities of each painting. The results of

the two-phase analysis were compared in phase three to deter-

mine if any similarities existed. The similarities were com-

pared to the accumulated historical data on the collection to

determine the possible origin of the similarities in phase

four.

Conclusions

The major conclusions based upon the analysis of the

data are as follows:

1. All ten artists included in this portion of the Denney

Collection participated in the European Informalist movement

and adhered to one or more factors in the Informalist criteria

of materials, gestures, and accidents.
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2. Informalist painting as revealed in the twenty paint-

ings under consideration displays a simplicity of structural

organization, limitation of colors, texture resulting primarily

from paint application or the base medium, ambiguous space, and

image distortion.

3. Beyond his deliberate choice of Informalist painting,

the collector selected works which are somber, heavily textured,

ambiguous in space, and present extremes of color.

4. Tapie's description of the Informalist movement can

be given a demonstrable basis through analysis of the paintings

involved.

5. The visual and verbal analysis format for paintings

employed in this study can provide a "demonstrable basis" for

statements regarding art.

Implications

The implications of this study as derived from the analysis

of the data are as follows:

1. The role of the collector in his collection can be

isolated through the application of the visual-verbal analysis

format employed in this study.

2. Major characteristics of art movements can effectively

be recognized through use of this format, even with an inter-

national movement including divergent nationalities.

3. Recognition, isolation, and description of movements

in art can be facilitated.
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4. Similarities in the usage of art elements and princi-

ples can be discerned over a vast range of art periods through

application of the analysis techniques employed in this study.

Recommendations

The recommendations based upon the conclusions of this

study are as follows:

l. It is recommended that that study be replicated with

other unresearched, private collections to provide additional

data regarding both collectors and art movements.

2. Studies should be conducted to ascertain the feasi-

bility of teaching art history on a conceptual basis utilizing

similarities in the usage of art elements and principles.

3. Application of this technique to museum holdings to

provide additional exhibition materials and sources should be

researched.



APPENDIX A

THE ?UNRO QUESTIONNAIRE

A. First Impressions of the Picture as a Whole

1. What is most striking, interesting, or unusual about

the picture at first sight? What is most pleasing? Least

pleasing? Why?

2. What seems to have been the artist's chief aim or

interest in this picture? (E.g., line or color pattern, dra-

matic narrative, facial expression, religious or other assoc-

iations.)

3. Is the picture at first sight more interesting for

its design or for the subject represented? What, in general,

is most noteworthy about each? Does the picture seem to com-

bine and harmonize both of these kinds of appeal?

4. Of what main parts or elements is the design composed?

In what general way are they put together? (E.g., three solid

figures arranged in a pyramidal group against a flat contrast-

ing background.)

5. What lines, colors, shadows, masses, or other elements

in design are most conspicuous? Are some of them (e.g., a

certain angle, or a certain shade of red) repeated several

times, with only slight variation? Are two or more very dif-

ferent colors, shapes of line, or other elements contrasted

with each other?
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B. Line

1. Are the outlines of things conspicuous? Do they stand

out as separate, detached strokes of the brush, distinct from

areas on both sides of them? Do they appear only as edges or

contours of surfaces or objects? Are such contours sharp and

clear-cut, or blurred by soft shadows or gradual color blends?

Are there wholly isolated lines, which do not serve to mark

the limits of any area of light or color?

2. Are the lines rhythmic, full of repeated shapes? Is

their general appearance smooth, flowing, graceful, delicate,

flexible, undulating, swirling? Is it rough and jagged, stiff,

angular, heavy, or static? Is it weak, aimless, confused?

Different in different places?

3. What particular linear theme, if any, such as a char-

acteristic curve, seems to dominate in the design? Does it

dominate through frequent repetition, or through large size,

or other emphasis? Where is it repeated? Is it slightly

varied in size, shape, or direction, or through being embod-

ied in differently lighted or colored objects?

4. What other very different linear theme is there?

(E.g., a series of sharp angles as contrasted with a series

of flowing curves.) How is this one repeated and varied? Are

some lines intermediate in shape between the two, serving as

gradual transitions between them? Are there more than two

definite themes?
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5. Are these themes combined in a single, unified pat-

tern? How? (E.g., through being arranged in symmetrical op-

position, intertwined in a continuous arabesque, fitted together

into a pyramid or.circle, or caught up in some general swirling

or zig-zag movement.) Does this pattern extend through the

whole picture, or is it limited to certain parts? Is it in-

dependent or the spots of color, solid objects, and other fac-

tors, or do these also join in the same arrangement?

6. Are the linear contours of things reproduced from

nature with great accuracy? (E.g., bodily proportions, per-

spective.) In minute, elaborate detail, or with some simpli-

fications and emphasis? With great alteration or distortion?

7. Is the result to bring out some rhythm or pattern?

To bring out some distinctive feature of the object repre-

sented as in a caricature, or a portrait that accents some

peculiarity of physique or personality? To represent some

action or situation more tersely? To express some definite

emotion or mood of the artist?

C. Light and Dark

1. Are there distinct light areas and dark areas?

Where? Are the light parts concentrated or scattered? The

dark?

2. Is there strong contrast between one and the other,

from extreme to extreme? Are there only a few definite shades,

or many intermediate degrees of lightness and darkness? Are

transitions between them sudden, sharp-edged, or soft and

gradual?
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3. Do the lightest spots when looked at together, or the

darkest spots when looked at together, combine to form a pat-

tern? (E.g., do they stand out as indicating parts of a tri-

angle, circle, spiral, or some other definite shape?) Do

all the different shades combine into one complex pattern?

4. Is there an effect of real illumination, as from the

sun or a lamp? Are the light spots of the picture made chiefly

by reflected highlights or direct gleams from a source of light?

Are the dark spots formed by cast shadows? Partly or entirely

in other ways, as by white and black garments, or tree-trunks

against snow?

5. Are the shadows soft, velvety, delicate, full of

subtle gradations, faint reflections, vaguely suggested shapes

and textures? Dense, black, murky, flat, and shiny? Are the

highlights also subtly graded in intensity, or bare and uni-

form?

6. Is there an effect of outdoor sunlight, moonlight,

lamplight? From one concentrated source? If from more than

one, how are the reflections and shadows from them distin-

guished or blended? Is the light direct, intense, diffused,

clear, broken, filtered through leaves, flickering, cloudy,

dulled, glaring?

7. Is an effect produced of soft, pervasive atmosphere,

luminous glow, or rich surface texture? By subtle light grad-

ations alone, without the aid of color? Are light transitions

closely bound up with those of color, or independent?
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8. Is some kind of illumination represented with great

accuracy, as it would appear in a real scene? Are lights or

shadows intensified, made unnaturally bright or dark? Are

shadows omitted, or placed where they could not possibly fall?

Made sketchy, rough, fragmentary? Are long streaks of light

and shadow used as lines to define contours or directions of

movement?

9. Is the result realistic? Is it to bring out some

pattern or the shape of some important object? Does the qual-

ity of light produce some distinctive emotional tone, such as

gloominess, cheerfulness, weirdness, mystery, agitation?

D. Color

1. What is the immediate general effect of the picture's

coloring at a distance, without regard to details of pattern

or representation? Is it dull, dark, sombre, bleak, or bare?

Is it vivid, intense, clear, pure, jewel-like? Warm or cool?

Crude, violent, barbaric, clashing, glaring? Dingy, muddy,

acid, tawdry? Quiet, subdued, soft, delicate? Rich, gorgeous,

rainbow-like? Monotonous, confused, tiresome? Do different

parts of the picture vary notably in these respects?

2. When a particular small area of color is looked at

closely, does it seem monotonously uniform within its own

limits? Is it rich, iridescent, shot through with glints of

light, subtly varied in tint? Is it built up of various films

of paint, the lower showing in places through the upper? Of

contrasting small brush-strokes side by side? Of colors
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partly but not wholly blended? Do different areas vary in

these respects? Does it make much difference how far away

one stands?

3. What hue or tint is dominant, most important? Be-

cause of its brightness? Its wide distribution? Its central

or focal position? What color is next in importance? What

minor notes of color are there? Are there many different hues?

4. Is each different color enclosed within definite lin-

ear boundaries? Do they blend completely, into one almost

uniform surface, or is there a moderate amount of contrast?

5. In regard to each principal hue employed: where is

it repeated in separate spots? What variation is there be-

tween the spots of a certain color? Where is it made lighter?

Darker? More intense? Duller? Where is it mixed a little

with another tint? With still a different tint? (E.g., a

green which varies here toward blue, there toward yellow, some-

where else toward violet.) Are some areas neutral, intermed-

iate between two principal contrasting hues? Are some inter-

mediate in shade, and in intensity, between the principal

color-areas? If not, is the result monotonous? Confused?

Clashing?

6. Do the scattered spots of a certain color combine to

form a pattern when looked at together? Is this pattern other-

wise indicated, as by linear outlines, or does it depend on

color alone so that it would disappear in a photograph? What

sort of pattern is it, as to complexity, and method of inter-

relating parts?



7. Do color repetitions link together parts of the pic-

ture that would be otherwise unrelated? Do color contrasts

help distinguish parts that would otherwise be vague or con-

fused? Are some parts of the picture unincluded in the main

color-pattern?

8. Does the juxtaposition of certain colors seem to af-

fect the quality of each? E.g., when a hand is placed over

one area, do its neighbors seem different? Less luminous?

More or less agreeable? Do areas which are weak or unpleasant

in color, when examined individually, become satisfying when

seen as parts of a group? Could individual areas be much al-

tered in color without weakening the effect of unity?

9. Do the colors rise to a climax of richness, intensity,

or brightness at some point or points? Are there minor as

well as major accents and climaxes? Do other colors contrast

with them and lead up to them in continuous, orderly progres-

sions?

10. Are there fairly distinct subordinate groups or color-

chords, combinations which occur together repeatedly in small

areas? How are they related to each other through the picture?

How varied? Is the picture built up of distinct sections or

panels, each a distinct pattern or texture in itself? (E.g.,

are some sections of a uniform flat color, others striped,

shadowed, flowered, mottled?) Are there repetitions of simi-

lar sections?
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11. Does color seem to be a superficial, unneccessary

addition, laid on after the picture has been basically con-

structed of lines, lights, and darks? How much would the

picture lose in black and white?

12. Is color realistic, made to seem an inseparable part

of objects, permeating their inner substance, through subtle

variations of light and tint? Are the distinctive qualities

of different substances brought out clearly? (E.g., a hand as

contrasted with stone or wood.) Are certain textures (e.g.,

metallic, silky, woolly) repeated, varied, and contrasted as

themes?

13. Are the colors blended into a soft, deep, translu-

cent atmosphere? Is it warm, Venetian, glowing, red-and-gold?

Cool, blue, pale, clear, crystalline, fresh, silvery? Dense,

hazy, misty, dim? Shimmering, sparkling, glittering? Does

the atmosphere serve to unify all parts of the picture? Are

certain parts unincluded within it?

14. Are shadows dead, shallow, muddy grays or browns?

Richly tinted, but the same in general hue as the highlights?

Contrasting in hue? (E.g., rose highlights with olive shadows.)

With what effect on realism? General richness of texture?

Definite pattern?

15. Is emphasis placed on the surface reflections of

sunlight on colored objects? Is broken-color technique used?

Is the local, intrinsic color of any object altered by reflec-

tion from other colored surfaces? (E.g., a yellow dress by
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grass near it.) Is the result realistic? More than naturally

brilliant?

16. Does the coloring help express some distinctive

mood or emotion? (E.g., gay, martial, funeral, weird, austere,

majestic, agitated.) Is this consistent with the rest of the

picture? With the usual associations of the subject?

E. Mass

1. Do objects appear to stand out from their backgrounds

as solid, three-dimensional masses? In clear-cut, high relief?

In low relief? Are they delicate, fragile, lacy? Soft, vapor-

ous, vague, shapeless? Are some or all objects flat? (E.g.,

silhouettes against a fire.)

2. Do various objects differ much in degree of solidity?

Does this help emphasize important objects, or balance weights?

3. Are the various parts of an individual object (e.g.,

separate garments and limbs) clearly distinct, or do they blend

gradually? Do they produce an effect of design through re-

peating a certain kind of plane, such as triangular folds in

a garment?

4. Is the illusion of solidity produced by light and

shadow alone? By perspective? By the advancing or receding

quality of certain colors?

5. Are the shapes and contours of objects accurately

represented? In detail, or with selective emphasis to bring

out essentials, such as the basic structure of the body?
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6. Are shapes distorted to bring out some pattern?

(E.g., by elongating limbs, or exaggerating muscles, to pro-

duce a repetition of similar shapes.) Are they flattened, to

bring out surface pattern of lines and colors?

7. Are shapes distorted to accent some peculiarity in

the thing represented, such as strength, fatness, agility?

To express some emotion such as pain, ecstasy, or frenzied

effort?

F. Space

1. Do all parts of the picture appear to be at the same

distance from the eye, or is there an illusion of deep space

and different distances? Is there a shallow inward view,

stopped at a short distance, as by a curtain or wall? A de-

finite, large area, like a public square, or a vista that re-

cedes into infinite distance?

2. How is the illusion of depth, if any, produced? By

converging perspective lines, lights and shadows, variations

in size, different degrees of distinctness, color-contrasts?

3. Are the relative distances of objects clear or vague

Clearer nearby? Unnaturally clear, even in the distance?

4. Is the surface of the picture divided into similar

parts, such as triangles, rectangles, ellipses?

5. Does some one figure or other object dominate the

picture, through size, conspicuous light or color, or position

at focus of converging lines? At or near the center? Is sym-

metry preserved, exactly or approximately? Is the main part
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far to one side? If so, is balance restored by some compen-

sating factor on the other, such as a bright light or color,

or several small objects? Is balance definitely destroyed?

Does this seem unintentional, or consistent with the spirit

of the whole, as in a deliberate effect of unrest or casual-

ness?

6. Is there a distinct division into foreground, middle-

ground, and background? With more than natural contrast in

light or color?

7. Is the arrangement of objects in space haphazard?

Could they be shifted without weakening the unity of the whole?

Are they vague, confused, in relative position?

8. Is there a definite, step-by-step recession away

from the eye? At fairly regular intervals, with rhythmic ef-

fect? In groups, or individually?

9. Are some regions in deep space over-crowded? Are

some empty, bare, uninteresting? Are objects distributed

through the area taken in, to fill it and mark it off clearly?

10. Are the planes of different objects arranged in space

at different angles, to make a design? (E.g., roof-tops,

hills, dishes on a table.) With definite repetition, varia-

tion, contrast?

11. Are natural laws, such as perspective and gravita-

tion, ignored in any way? (E.g., by raising horizon line or

corner of table; showing together various moments or aspects
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of a scene, which could not be seen together in nature.) For

a decorative purpose, as to give a tapestry-like flat back-

ground? For expressive or narrative reasons?

12. Are some figures represented as moving in space?

With convincing illusion of movement, or stiffly and woodenly?

According to natural laws, or in impossible, fantastic ways?

13. Are the suggested movements of various figures re-

lated together in some way? Only as representing elements in

the same story? By some continuous rhythm of lines or masses?

Do light and color contrasts help the sense of movement? Are

the movements mainly in unison, in opposition, in confusion?

Do they lead up to some emphatic, significant gesture or at-

titude as a climax? (E.g., the dead body in a Pieta; the as-

cent in an Assumption.) Do they produce an effect of dynamic

design, as in an organized group dance? With excessive re-

gularity, or with variation and contrast?

G. Unity of Design

1. Which of the above factors, and which quality in its

use, seems to contribute most to the intended effect of de-

sign? Which seems to be most original, and in what way?

Which are notably weak? Imitative?

2, Does some one factor stand out in isolation from the

whole? With an effect of conflict or confusion? Of intended

emphasis or specialized, limited mode of appeal? Are the

other factors unrelated, inconsistent, or merely subordinated?
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3. Do line, light, color, mass, and space all cooperate

actively and harmoniously? Do all the particular qualities,

rhythms, and subordinate patterns noted above contribute de-

finitely to one cumulative effect?



APPENDIX B

COLOR TRANSPARENCIES OF PAINTINGS

AND ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS

Binder A contains slides of the paintings. Binder B

contains slides of the diagrams. Both binders are arranged

in the following number sequence:

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20
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